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The Company

Global Share's mission / vision:

Global Share S.A. is a company dedicated to the continuous improvement of business processes.

Our mission is to provide innovative solutions to the companies in order to add up value and competitive 
advantages by improving their processes productivity.

The synergy between state of the art technology and professional experience in supply chains, logistics 
and commercial networks, allows the company to offer a spectrum of tools and optimization solutions 
to improve performances and thus, creating outstanding efficiencies. 

Global Share’s mission is to provide, through the use of technology, tools and services to improve the 
quality of people’s jobs and companies’ performances in the foreign trade business, generating, at the 
same time, competitive advantages and providing innovations with high impact in the productivity of the 
companies’ processes.

Inspired in the vision of being the selected company by its clients because of the quality of the solutions, 
tools and services rendered in the region, to become, through strategic alliances, the first international 
company in supplying a true global interconnected       service, with comprehensive and innovative solutions 
for the foreign trade.



edoxOnline®

edoxOnline in numbers

edoxOnline® is a tool for automatic issuance of multiple documents and instructions used in international 
trade, taking advantage of the internet to link all the involved players , making them work jointly in a colla-
borative and cooperative way.

Even today, in the Internet era, many companies continue issuing their own documentation for 
foreign trade with unsophisticated tools and not aligned with the relevance of business. This infor-
mation management is often inefficient, slow, error prone and in all cases resulting in associated 
costs.

The main goal of edoxOnline® consists of helping the companies to reduce the time for issuing the 
shipping documents and to mitigate mistakes.

It is an online documentation system that allows each party in the transaction process to enter the infor-
mation directly into the system, avoiding repetition of tasks and retyping of information. This way, the 
content is entered only once and the documents are issued with the same accuracy the data was entered. 
Linking the different parties online through Internet makes the issuance of certificates and documents 
quick and efficient.

In a nutshell, edoxOnline® is a flexible and dynamic system in constant evolution and development, up to 
date with the international trends and progress in digital sign and electronic certificates, and easily custo-
mizable to your business´ needs. That is why it becomes an indispensable tool to face the dynamics of 
business processes, giving your company a quality plus and state of the art technology.

+ 132.000
eDocuments

+ 137.000 Origin
certs.

+ 68.000
Phytosanitary

+ 482.000
Supervision

+ 494
ordinary templates

+ 2.600 specific
templates

+ 174.000 bulk
cargo Bls

+ 1.280 active
users

+ 74.000 vessels
documented

+ 131.000
containers

+ 1K Million
MT documented

+ 380
Active companies with
different roles

+ 10.800
SI sent via INTTRA

+ 165
commodities (HS CODE)

+ 85 %
of the agri-exports
documented in Argentina



How does the process work? 

The process integrates the different parties in the document issuance process; fast and simple, as you 
can see in the following graphic.

The documentary instruction is generated and entered into edoxOnline® from the HUB or Destination 
office, and then, the same is sent automatically to the origin country (exporter), so that it can work jointly 
with the different parties (service companies, chambers, maritime agents, etc). After that, the exporter 
company coordinates the issuance process, updating and checking out the information entered by the 
different parties, making the documents issuance fast and easy, mitigating mistakes and speeding up the 
whole process



Screenshots

In the next image you can find one of the main screens of the application, where the user enters the main 
information that will be spread out to every document.

The following image shows the screen where the user selects the documents they need to issue according 
to the documentary instructions, and choose the service companies that will have to access edoxOnline® 
to issue their own profile documents.



Those companies will access edoxOnline® with their own username and password and complete the 
information that they are responsible for, e.g.: a maritime agent will access the system and work only 
with the operations that they are nominated, and can only modify and see the BL. In the following 
image you can see an example of the screen that generates the Congenbill 2007 Bill of Lading.



edoxOnline®  highlights:

•  Online linkage of the different players involved in the foreign trade transaction.
•  Integrated with the main eBL providers.
•  Makes the issuing and filling of Phytosanitary certificates easier.
•  Allows the chambers, maritime agents and other operators to download their own certificates, according to the 
user profile.
•  Each party/profile can only see its own documents according to their profile (customizable).
•  Manages documentary instructions and templates administration.
•  Generates digitally signed e-certificates duly encripted for further authenticity validation.
•  Makes the issuance of documents more efficient and optimizes costs.
•  Allows copy information between documents with two clicks.
•  Makes splits replication extremely easy.
•  Allows operations and splits duplication (clone) with only one click.
•  More than 200 ordinary templates already in the system and around 1500 specific templates, 
including 16 different types of bulk BLs, etc...
•  Intelligent template: a dynamic and flexible free format template to create and/or edit your on template 
according to the business´s needs (eg: letters; declarations; statements; quality; weight; etc...).
•  ID tracking of transaction changes.
•  Containers documents administration, and shipping instruction integration with INTTRA platform..
•  Exports drafted documents to a single file, emailing them with a single click.
•  Generates management and statistics reports.
•  Allows integration with other systems.

Once they have completed all the information, the user can easily generate the documents in a PDF format 
using edoxOnline®. Then the user can send it as a draft document, print and sign the original, or even 
request an electronic document (Some of them through our integrated partners).
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